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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (97-4196)
FROM: SAC, SAN ANTONIO (97-30)

DATE: 10/13/64

SUBJECT:

THE FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE
OF THE INSTITUTE FOR THE
IMPROVEMENT OF INTER-AMERICAN
RELATIONS, INC., aka
Fair Play for Cuba Committee
(FPCC)
REGISTRATION ACT - CUBA
IS - C
IS - SWP.

On October 1, 1964, SA 648-S furnished information
which was subsequently transcribed on 10/6/64 and which report
is located in 134-363A-391.

In addition to other information set forth in this
report, the report states that on 9/30/64 JOHN STANFORD gave
another CP member a pamphlet entitled, "Fair Play for Cuba
Committee Bulletin, Summer 1964," mimeographed in Canada by the
Canadian Fair Play for Cuba Committee. This pamphlet is attached
to informant's report.

The pamphlet, on the inside cover, carries the
information that this pamphlet was mimeographed in Canada by
Canadian Fair Play for Cuba Committee and gave the following
addresses: Toronto, Box 923, Adelaide Street, P. O., Toronto;
Ontario, Vancouver, Box 2578, Vancouver, B. C. Winnipeg;
Nens Woodward, 856 North Drive, Winnipeg 19, Man. Montreal;
BOB SILVERMAN, 2115 Maplewood, Montreal, Quebec.

The following is a characterization of JOHN STANFORD:

[Handwritten text]

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN

Classified by: [Handwritten text]
Declassify on: OADB [Handwritten text]

Confidential [Handwritten text]

Copy to Legat Ottawa by routing slip or

[Handwritten text]

Date 10-19-64

[Handwritten text]

16 OCT 15 1964

61 OCT 21 1964
Source advised that JOHN STANFORD continues as the main CP leader in San Antonio. He has been a CP member and leader in San Antonio from at least July, 1957, to the present time. He continues his efforts to strengthen the CP in this area.

STANFORD has been a San Antonio representative on the State Committee of the CP of Texas from at least July, 1957. He has been Executive Secretary of the CP of Texas from at least February, 1959. In January, 1962, the State Committee and its offices were technically abolished. However, it was agreed the committee and its officers would continue to function and STANFORD has continued to do so to the present time.

Source advised that on that date JAMES E. JACKSON, Secretary of Negro and Southern Affairs, CP, USA, identified JOHN STANFORD as a member of the National Committee, CP, USA, and District Organizer in Texas.

It is to be noted that in addition JOHN STANFORD sells pamphlets and publications and uses the name of "All Points of View."

JOHN STANFORD has continued since April, 1961, to use the name and address of "All Points of View," Post Office Box 321, San...